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Quitting before a Dream has been achieved is probably done 80% more often than Dreams that
are actually achieved.
So...
Why do so many Dreams Fail?
Because we set our goals too high. (When a goal is set too high, it is frustrating and becomes
too hard to achieve.)
We need Small Goals...
And, a BIG DREAM!
Quote:
If you can DREAM it, you can DO it.
Author: Walt Disney
Dreams are built on accomplishing one small goal at a time; then
strung together like a pearl necklace, one small pearl (one small
goal) strung together with one more small pearl (one more small
goal), and before you know it you have a beautiful pearl necklace
(your Dream has come true).
Quote:
A rock pile ceases to be a rock pile the moment a single man
contemplates it, bearing within him the image of a cathedral.
Author: Antoine de Saint-Exupery
We need to have Big Dreams; Dreams are Motivating, Fun and Exciting, but only if we
see ourselves getting a little closer to our dream each day, does it stay Exciting.
By "Setting Small Goals" each day, that we know we can accomplish; and which directly pertain
to our Dream, we will be able to see ourselves getting a little closer to our Dream each day; this
is how we will stay motivated "not" to quit.
Quote:
"Discipline is the bridge between goals and accomplishment."
Author: Jim Rohn
Not Finishing the small goals is the Number #1 Dream killer; so Never leave your goal for the
day unfinished, no matter what it takes, FINISH it; this is how we teach ourselves to start and
FINISH "one" goal at a time.
And... when we learn how to start and FINISH "one" small goal each day... We Will Achieve Our
Dreams!
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Quote:
Remember, what you get by reaching your destination isn't nearly as important as what you
become by reaching your goals - what you will become is the winner you were born to be!
Author: Zig Ziglar
What is your dream?
What small goal can you FINISH today, that takes you one step closer to your
Dream?
Dream Big!

with love,
Tammy Taylor
Galatians 6:9 So don't get tired of doing what is good. Don't get discouraged
and give up, for we will reap a harvest of blessing at the appropriate time.
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